Context. Recent 3-D analysis of the solar spectrum data suggests a significant change of the solar chemical composition. This may affect the temporal evolution of the surface abundance of light elements since the extension of the convective envelope is largely affected by the internal opacity value. Aims. We analyse the influence of the adopted solar mixture on the opacity in the convective envelope of pre-main sequence (PMS) stars and thus on PMS lithium depletion. The surface Li abundance depends on the relative efficiency of several processes, some of them still not known with the required precision; this paper thus analyses one of the aspects of this "puzzle". Methods. Focusing on PMS evolution, where the largest amount of Li burning occurs, we computed stellar models for three selected masses (0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 M ⊙ , with Z = 0.013, Y=0.27, α=1.9) by varying the chemical mixture, that is the internal element distribution in Z. We analysed the contribution of the single elements to the opacity at the temperatures and densities of interest for Li depletion. Several mixtures were obtained by varying the abundance of the most important elements one at a time; we then calculated the corresponding PMS Li abundance evolution. Results. We found that a mixture variation does change the Li abundance: at fixed total metallicity, the Li depletion increases when increasing the fraction of elements heavier than O.
Introduction
In the last twenty years several observational studies of lithium ( 7 Li) in stars have been performed, many of which focus on open cluster objects in the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) and in the main sequence (MS) phase (see the reviews by Jeffries 2000; ; and the references quoted in Table 1 of Sestito & Randich 2005) . The temporal evolution of the surface Li abundance has also been investigated theoretically (e.g. D'Antona & Mazzitelli 1997; review by Pinsonneault 1997 and references therein; Siess, Dufour & Forestini 2000) . The interest in Li depletion in stars comes from the fact that, due to its relatively low burning temperature (∼ 2.5×10 6 K), Li is a key tracer of the efficiency of mixing processes in stellar envelopes.
In spite of great efforts, the theory is still unable to reproduce the temporal behavior of surface Li abundances during the pre-main Sequence (PMS) and MS phases, i.e. model predictions do not match the measured abundances for the Sun Send offprint requests to: P. Sestito, email:sestito@arcetri.astro.it and for stars in open clusters of different ages (see, e.g. Jeffries 2000 and references therein).
The task is not easy because the temporal evolution of the surface chemical abundance (when the accretion phase has ended) depends on the relative efficiency of several processes: mixing, microscopic diffusion, radiative levitation and mass loss. In particular, the abundances of the light elements, which are easily burned, are extremely sensitive to the extent of envelope mixing. There are two main sources of uncertainties in these processes: the first one related to macroscopic processes and the other to microscopic physical ingredients adopted. Regarding the former, it is well known that due to the lack of a self-consistent treatment of convection, stellar modelers are compelled to use relatively crude approximations depending on free parameters, such as the mixing length formalism. Even a precise physical treatment of the efficiency of the mass loss is not available. The situation is even worse if the assumption of spherical symmetry is relaxed allowing for rotation, or if magnetic fields are present. Once a scheme has been chosen for the treatment of a given macroscopic process A fundamental role in Li evolution is played by uncertainties in the radiative opacity (which affects the depth of the convective envelope) and thus by the metal content, both the global abundance (i.e. the metallicity) and the distribution of the elements in the mixture. Recent analysis of solar spectroscopic data using 3-dimensional hydrodynamic atmospheric models (see Asplund et al. 2004 , Asplund, Grevesse, & Sauval 2005 -hereafter As04, As05 -and references therein) have reduced the derived abundances of CNO and other heavy elements with respect to previous estimates (Grevesse & Sauval 1998, hereafter GS98) . GS98 improved the mixture by Grevesse & Noels (1993, hereafter GN93) , widely adopted in the literature, revising the CNO and Ne abundance and confirming the very good agreement between the new photospheric and meteoric results for iron. The Z/X solar value decreased from the GN93 value (Z/X) ⊙ =0.0245 to the GS98 estimate (Z/X) ⊙ =0.0230 and then to the values (Z/X) ⊙ =0.0176, 0.0165 found by As04 and As05, respectively. The corresponding solar metallicity values (i.e. assuming [Fe/H]=0, see also Sect. 5) for the different mixtures are Z ∼0.018 (GN93 and GS98), Z ∼0.013 (As04) and Z ∼0.012 (As05). However, the problem of a precise determination of the solar mixture is still affected by theoretical and observational uncertainties and the quoted error on the Z/X solar value is still about 10% (see e.g. Bahcall & Serenelli 2005) .
In this paper we analyse the influence of the adopted solar mixture on the opacity at the base of the convective envelope of pre-main sequence stars and thus on Li abundance in the convective envelope. We focus on PMS since, according to classical models, the largest amount of surface Li destruction for low mass stars occurs during this stage. The results are understood in terms of the contribution of each element to the total opacity at the physical conditions typical of the bottom of the convective zone during PMS. Clearly this is not an attempt to solve the "Li problem", which is much more complex, but a quantitative investigation of one of the aspects of the "puzzle".
A few studies have already been carried out concerning the dependence of Li depletion on element abundances and/or on the surface stellar opacities for solar-type stars (see e.g. Swenson et al. 1994a; 1994b and references therein; Piau & Turck-Chièze 2002; and Piau, Randich & Palla 2003 Similarly, Piau & Turck-Chièze (2002) presented PMS models with Pleiades (solar) and Hyades-like compositions. They investigated the dependence of Li depletion on metal and He fractions, by varying the global mixture (and changing the total Z); they showed that Li abundances are very sensitive to composition, suggesting that the dispersion in the observed values in open clusters could be related to small changes in the metal mixture among the cluster stars. Piau et al. (2003) investigated the sensitivity of the extension of the convective zone during the MS for a mass of ∼ 1 M ⊙ , with respect to the surface content of CNO. Their models are calculated by changing [CNO/Fe] The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 briefly describes the evolutionary code and the physical inputs adopted for the calculations; in Sect. 3 we present the results of our computations for models with different mixtures and fixed metallicity (Z = 0.013), which are interpreted in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we also discuss the effect of changing both the mixture and the total metallicity value Z. A summary (Sect. 6) closes the paper.
Evolutionary code and input physics
The models have been computed with an updated version of the FRANEC evolutionary code (see e.g. Chieffi & Straniero 1989) ; the physical inputs adopted for the calculations have been listed in the Appendix of Cariulo, Degl'Innocenti & Castellani (2004) -see also Ciacio, Degl'Innocenti & Ricci (1997) . With respect to Cariulo et al. (2004) we updated the equation of state (OPAL EOS 2001 1 , see also Rogers (2001) , Iglesias & Rogers (1996) and the conductive opacity (Potekhin 1999 ). The nuclear cross sections for Li burning are taken from the NACRE compilation (Angulo et al. 1999 ). The adopted initial value for Li in disk stars is log n(Li) =3.3 2 (see, e.g. Jeffries 2006) , or N Li /N H ∼ 2 × 10 −9 . The opacity values are fundamental for model computation; we adopt the radiative opacities by the Livermore group (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) for temperatures higher than 12000 K and those by Alexander & Ferguson (1994) for the lower temperatures. As it will be discussed in the next section, we used several different mixtures for the high temperature opacities, while the Grevesse & Anders (1991) mixture has been adopted for the molecular atmospheric opacities. We also notice that the adopted EOS is calculated for the Grevesse & Anders (1991) mixture; to our knowledge EOS tables with an updated mixture are not available, however, as stated in the OPAL EOS web site, these abundance changes should have very small effects on the EOS.
To determine the extension of the convective envelope the classical Schwarzschild criterion has been adopted and the efficiency of the energy transport has been modeled with mixing length formalism. We did not include rotation.
Element diffusion is included (Ciacio et al. 1997 , with diffusion coefficients from Thoul, Bahcall & Loeb 1994) , while radiative acceleration has been neglected since we analysed only the PMS phase of low mass stars (M ≤1.2 M ⊙ ). In fact, as discussed by Turcotte, Richer & Michaud (1998a) and Turcotte et al. (1998b) , for stars with solar composition and masses around 1 M ⊙ the effect of the radiative levitation becomes comparable to that of the gravitational settling only at the end of the MS phase.
In the following calculations, due to the uncertainties already discussed, it is not possible to perform precise evaluations of the absolute Li surface values; we will instead perform a "differential" analysis with respect to a "standard" model, investigating the effects of a mixture change. Our "standard" model adopts [Fe/H]=0 with the As04 mixture (corresponding to a metallicity of Z ∼0.013), Y=0.27 and the mixing length parameter (α) equal to 1.9. The effects of a variation of [Fe/H] , Y and α within a plausible range of uncertainty will also be discussed.
Li abundance for models with different mixtures

Reference models
We investigated three models of different masses (0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 M ⊙ ), representing the typical mass range covered by most observational data for Li in open clusters; higher masses have very shallow convective envelopes and thus the effect we are studying is too small to be accurately investigated.
The various models discussed in the present paper are summarized in Table 1 : Cols. 1 and 2 report the sequence number of the model and the label used in the figures, respectively; in Col. 3 the adopted solar mixture is given, while Col. 4 lists the variations of elements with respect to the solar mixture -if any -or the variations in the surface opacity or global metallicity.
The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the evolutionary tracks for the three selected masses from the PMS to the bottom of the red giant branch (RGB) with our reference choice of metallicity and heavy element mixture (model no. 1, As04, in Table 1 ). Note that for completeness we describe here the evolution up to the RGB; however, the following discussions will focus only on the evolution up to the ZAMS phase where the largest amount of Li depletion occurs. As well known, the treatment of the early PMS phases is very problematic and the definition of the birth line requires the adoption of hydrodynamical codes (see e.g. Stahler & Palla 2004 for an extensive analysis). However, this is not a crucial point for our purposes since the stellar characteristic after the birth line are largely insensitive to the previous evolutionary history. Moreover, for the selected masses the equilibrium is reached very early (ages 1 Myr), when they have not yet started surface Li depletion: indeed, at the beginning of the PMS phase, the zone where the Li burning temperature is exceeded represents a small fraction of the total external convective region; the dilution is thus very large. For these reasons we will show our calculations starting from an age of 1 Myr.
The middle panel of Fig. 1 shows the behavior of Li abundance (N Li /N H ) as a function of the age for the same models, while in the lower panel the temperature at the bottom of the convective zone (T cz ) is reported. As well known, the smaller the mass the deeper the convective zone and thus the higher the temperature at its lower edge. During the PMS the extension of the convective envelope and T cz decrease until, in the cases of 1 and 1.2 M ⊙ , it becomes lower than ∼ 2.5 × 10 6 K; as a consequence Li destruction stops and the surface abundance decreases only due to microscopic diffusion. On the contrary, for the model with 0.8 M ⊙ Li burning is efficient also during the MS phase even if the largest amount of Li is depleted during the PMS phase (note that MS Li depletion is not evident from the figure due to the large scale adopted: for instance, from the ZAMS to the turn off, N Li /N H decreases from ∼ 6 × 10 −12 to ∼ 1.5 × 10 −13 , i.e. by a factor ∼40).
After central hydrogen exhaustion, the H burning continues in a shell surrounding the He core and the stars move to lower effective temperatures. During this phase the convective envelope extends into regions in which Li has accumulated due to the effect of diffusion, and the external abundance temporarily increases; then, it decreases below the level of detection when the external convective region reaches the layers in which Li has been completely burned (dilution effect).
The details of Li depletion depend on the adopted physical inputs, in particular the radiative opacity and chemical composition for a given mixing scheme. Thus, the situation shown in Fig. 1 has to be considered as a description of the dependence of Li depletion on the mass, while the detailed quantitative values hold only for the labeled parameters.
Global uncertainties
Empirical data and theoretical predictions are usually compared in the [log n(Li), T eff ] plane; thus it is important to evaluate the ability of canonical models to reproduce these quantities. The present empirical uncertainties on the metallicity, He abundance and efficiency of the external convection (usually parameterized by the mixing length value α) play an important role in the comparison between theory and observations.
At the typical effective temperatures of the stars under investigation the surface He abundance cannot be measured spectroscopically. As a consequence one has to rely on indirect methods, such as assuming a relation between metal and He enrichment of the Galactic medium which is not well defined (see, e.g., Pagel & Portinari 1998; Castellani, Degl'Innocenti & Marconi 1999; Luridiana et al. 2003; Olive & Skillman 2004) . Under this assumption, ∆Y=±0.02 is generally assumed as an estimate of the original He abundance uncertainty for these stars.
Regarding the Fe content, disk stars cover a wide interval of [Fe/H] and typical uncertainties depend on several factors such as on whether the analysis is spectroscopic or photometric, the quality of the data, the method of analysis, statistics etc. In the case of young nearby stars (see e.g. Chen et al. 2000; Bensby Finally, the α parameter adopted in the calculations, depending on the selected set of atmospheric models, could be calibrated by requiring the reproduction of the color of the MS stars of the observed open cluster. However α is a useful parameter to take into account our lack of precise knowledge about the convection mechanisms, and there is no reason for which it must assume the same value for stars of different mass and chemical composition, or even for different evolutionary phases of the same star. When a direct calibration of the α value for PMS stars through the reproduction of their stellar colors is not possible, one must take into account an uncertainty on this parameter; we allow a variation of the mixing length parameter α by ±0.3.
We computed six models for each of the three selected masses by fixing, in turn, one of the three parameters at its boundary values (lower and upper) and keeping the others at their central values (Z=0.013, Y=0.27, α=1.9) . In this way, we obtained relative variations of Li abundance and effective temperature with respect to our "standard" model, representing an evaluation of the uncertainties on Li and T eff due to plausible empirical errors on Z, Y and α. Then, the relative variations of Li and T eff (on the increase and on the decrease) due to each of the quoted parameters are added quadratically to give a quantitative estimate of the total (upper and lower) uncertainties.
In Fig. 2 the results for our "standard" models for the three different masses at 30 Myr (when for all the stars the main Li depletion has ended) are shown in the [log n(Li), T eff ] plane with the error bars due to the ranges of [Fe/H], Y and α, calculated as described above. The error bars represent the range of predicted theoretical values due to the uncertainties discussed above, while intrinsic errors of the model (due to physical inputs) are not considered; therefore the error bars are an indicative estimate of the uncertainties in the initial physical parameters. Note that among the three quoted error sources, the largest contribution to the total error bar is due to the uncertainty on Z; in particular, the effect of the metallicity variation is very strong for the lowest mass, for which log n(Li) appears to be unpredictable.
Heavy element mixture variations and opacity effect
The next step is aimed to evaluate the effect of a variation of the adopted heavy element mixture with respect to the sources of uncertainty described above. Thus we calculated models for the same (Z, Y, α) and the Grevesse & Noels (1993) , Grevesse & Sauval (1998) and Asplund et al. (2005) mixtures (models no. 2, 3, 4 in Table 1 ; GN93, GS98, As05). Since the temperatures of main interest for Li depletion are those at the bottom of the external convective region during PMS Li burning, that is T cz ∼ 3 ÷ 4 × 10 6 K (see Fig. 1 ), we calculated high temperature opacities (T> 12000 K) for the chosen mixtures using the procedures available on-line from the OPAL group.
The results of our calculations are reported in Fig. 2 . The variations in Li abundance and T eff due to the mixture changes are within the (conservative) previously quoted uncertainties but they are not negligible. It can also be noticed that the smaller the mass, the more sensitive is the dependence of the Li abundance on the adopted physical parameters.
For completeness Fig. 3 shows the surface Li abundance behavior during the PMS phase for the three selected masses with the four different mixtures of Fig. 2 . The models that undergo the largest amount of Li depletion have higher opacity in the region at the bottom of the convective zone, and thus deeper and hotter bottom convective envelopes (see Sect. 4).
However, the various quoted mixtures differ in the abundance of many elements. In the following (Sect. 4), we will thus discuss simpler situations in which only one or a few critical element abundances are changed. This provides a better understanding of the dependence of the opacity at the bottom of the convective envelope -and thus of Li depletion -on the element abundance variations.
Low temperature (i.e. atmospheric) opacities calculated for the As04 and As05 mixtures are not available; however, since the temperature of the bottom of the convective zone is relatively high, the effect of a change in the surface opacity due to the mixture update on Li depletion should not be too relevant. We expect that changes in atmospheric opacities mostly affect the model with the smallest mass (0.8 M ⊙ ), which has the lowest effective temperature and the deepest convective envelope. From the calculations by the OPAL group we found that, for a 0.8 M ⊙ star and at a temperature of about 12000 K (the lowest T for which the OPAL tables are computed), the change in the internal opacity values when going from the GN93 to the As04 mixture (at fixed Z) is less than 5%; we took this value as representative also of a possible variation in the lower temperature opacities. In order to analyse the effect of such a variation, we evolved a 0.8 M ⊙ (Z=0.013, Y=0.27, α=1.9) with the usual atmospheric opacities (Alexander & Ferguson 1994) artificially decreased by 5 and 10% (models no. 5 and 6 in Table 1 ). For the interior opacities we adopted the As04 mixture. The results for Li depletion are shown in Fig. 4 compared with the "standard" 0.8 M ⊙ . The effect is rather small; the decreased atmospheric opacities result in models with hotter external regions, thus, even if the depth of the convective envelope is nearly unchanged, their bottom temperature is slightly higher and a slightly larger amount of Li depletion occurs. Nevertheless, the effect is negligible with respect to that due to a mixture variation for the interior: the ZAMS Li abundances (age ∼ 30 Myr) decrease by factors ∼1.5 and 3 (with respect to the As04 standard model) when surface opacities are decreased by 5 and 10 %, respectively; on the other hand, going from the standard As04 mixture to the GN93 one, the ZAMS Li content increases by a factor ∼18.
Interpretation of the Li abundance behavior
In order to understand the effect of the different mixtures on the extension of the convective envelope, we analyse the contribution of the different elements to the radiative opacity at the temperatures of interest, i.e. those at the base of the convective envelope during the PMS. Therefore, we computed opacity tables for pure elements by using the data and routines available on-line form the LAOL group 3 (we did not use OPAL opacities in this case because they are not available for a single element). Figure 5 shows the pure element opacity for the most important elements: H, He, C, O, Ne, Fe, Si. The opacities are calculated for T = 3.5 · 10 6 K and T = 4.6 · 10 6 K and for densities ranging from 0 to 10 g cm −3 . Note that at the selected temperatures the most opaque element is Fe, followed by Ne, and O is more opaque than C; the opacity of pure He and H is negligible with respect to those of metals. Obviously in a realistic case these single element opacities must be weighted with the abundance of each element in a mixture in which H and He are present too.
The next step to understand the results of Sect. 3 is thus to compute PMS models in which, for the standard metal and He abundances, the contribution to the metallicity is made by only one element. Therefore, we evolved the models for Z=0.013 and Y=0.27 by assuming that the contribution to the metallicity is made by only C, O or Ne; we also took into account the variation of the composition in calculating the nuclear reaction rates, while for the other thermodynamical quantities we adopted the OPAL EOS 2001 tables calculated for the Grevesse (1991) solar mixture. Our assumptions, as a first approximation, affect the PMS evolution only through the variation of the stellar opacity; we checked that the temperature profile in the convective envelope does not change in a significant way for the three models.
The opacity tables were computed by adopting the procedures available on-line from the OPAL group. The results of these numerical experiments are shown in Fig. 6 (models no. 7, 8, 9 of Table 1); the behavior of Li abundance is easily explained by the opacity values seen in Fig. 5 : the element with the highest opacity at temperatures and densities typical of the base of the convective envelope leads to the highest Li depletion for the models of Fig. 6 . In addition, the results for our "standard" models are not so different from those obtained for a metallicity contributed by only O: this is easily understandable, since O is the most abundant element (after H and He) and its opacity is greater than that of C (which is the next most abundant element). The behavior is similar for the three masses although, as already noted in Fig. 3 , the effect is smaller for larger stellar masses.
A more realistic situation is represented by models with our "standard" (As04) mixture in which only few elements are varied each time by ∼ 20 ÷ 30%, keeping the total metallicity constant. This could reflect not only an update of the solar mixture, but also a possible scatter in the composition of an open cluster: indeed, although stars in the same cluster are usually assumed to have the same chemical composition, an intrinsic dispersion in [Fe/H] (up to ∼ ±0.15 dex) among cluster members cannot be excluded (e.g. Nissen 1988; Schuler et al. 2006) . Analogous variations may exist for other elements. In Fig. 7 we show only the results for 1.0 M ⊙ , since the overall behavior was the same as in the previous calculations. The upper panel of Fig. 7 shows the effects on Li depletion when C and O are changed maintaining the sum unaltered in mass of the two elements (X C +X O ). In the first case C is decreased by 20% in mass while in the second case O is decreased by the same amount (models no. 10 and 11 in Table 1 ). An enhancement in O abundance increases the Li depletion, due to the higher opacity at the bottom of the convective zone and thus to the deeper extension of the convective envelope; the opposite happens when O is decreased. However, the effect is not symmetric: this is due to the fact that we keep the sum of the abundance in mass of the two elements -and thus the total metallicity -constant, and the two elements have different atomic weights and "standard" abundances; therefore, C and O are varied by different total amounts in number. These variations have different effects on the global mixture and on the opacity, and thus on Li depletion. The middle panel of Fig. 7 shows the results of a decrease/increase by 30% in mass of the Ne mass fraction (with a corresponding O variation to preserve X O +X Ne ; models no. 12 and 13 in Table 1 ). Due to the higher Ne opacity, an increase/decrease of Ne abundance leads to a decrease/increase of the Li surface abundance but, in this case, the effect is obviously symmetric. The last numerical experiment (bottom panel of Fig. 7) evaluates the effects of increasing/decreasing the relative abundance of CNO elements and elements heavier than O (models no. 14 and 15 of Table 1 ): an increase in CNO with respect to heavier elements produces a lower depletion, and vice versa. The results of all the previous numerical experiments can be understood in terms of the radiative opacity of the heavy elements. In particular, from the point of view of Li depletion of low mass stars, the maximum depth reached by the convective envelope is very important, which in turn is sensitive to the opacity in the temperature range 3÷4·10 6 K (see Fig. 1 ). In this interval the most opaque elements, among those with a significant abundance, are the elements heavier than O. If the abundance of these elements is higher, then the mixture is more opaque and thus the convective envelope is deeper. At fixed metallicity (Z=0.013), the total abundance of the elements heavier than O increases progressively in the following mixtures: GN93, GS98, As05 and As04, thus explaining the behavior shown in Fig. 3 .
Models with fixed [Fe/H]
In the previous sections we analysed the effects of a mixture variation at fixed global metallicity: however, the variation in the solar composition also affects the conversion of the [Fe/H] value of the observed stars (derived through a spectroscopic analysis) to the total metallicity Z. This point is very subtle because to compute stellar models one needs both the Fe abundance and the total metallicity Z; the two quantities are related through the distribution of elemental abundances. In general, unless individual abundances are derived, a solar mixture is adopted. As a consequence, a revision of the photospheric solar abundance directly leads to a variation of the inferred total metallicity from the observed [Fe/H]. For solar-like stars, [Fe/H] can be estimated by means of differential analysis, that is by comparison of the Fe lines of the star with those of the Sun. In such a case, the numerical value of [Fe/H] is unaffected by a change of the solar mixture and the updated global metallicity of the star can be easily derived by adopting the new value of (Z/X) ⊙ . That is:
In order to give a quantitative estimate of the change of Z (at fixed [Fe/H]) when the mixture and Z/X ⊙ are altered, for the GN93 composition [Fe/H]=0 corresponds to Z∼0.018, while for the As04 mixture, as already discussed, the corresponding metallicity is Z∼0.013 (standard value). Figure 8 shows the PMS Li depletion for a 1 M ⊙ model (Y=0.27, α=1.9) for the GN93 composition and Z=0.018 (model no. 16 in Table 1 ) compared to our "standard" model (As04 mixture and Z=0.013); for reference, we also plot the model with GN93 mixture and Z=0.013, already reported in Fig. 3 . For the model with Z=0.018 the effect of an increase in the opacity -due to the increase of Z -overcomes the influence of the mixture change.
We show in Fig. 9 a comparison between our "standard" model (As04 mixture), some of the models presented in Fig. 7 (all with Z = 0.013), the GN93 model with Z = 0.018, and the observational data for three young open clusters (ages ∼30÷50 Myr), in which solar-type stars are on the ZAMS. All the clusters plotted have [Fe/H]∼0: IC 2602 (Randich et al. 2001) , IC 2391 (Stauffer et al. 1989) , and IC 4665 (Martín & Montes 1997 ; see also Shen et al. 2005 for the estimate of the metallicity). The Li data for the clusters have been analysed by Sestito & Randich (2005) , starting from the equivalent widths published in the literature and using the same method of analysis. This plot compares the variations of our theoretical results -due to changes in the composition -and Li abundances observed in stars, and is not an attempt to fit the empirical data. For the reasons discussed in Sect. 1, even an apparent agreement between the theoretical predictions and the data of a cluster with a given age could be fictitious; to claim a real agreement between theory and observations, i.e. the goodness of the physical inputs and the macroscopic mechanisms adopted in the calculations, the models should be simultaneously compared to data from clusters with different chemical compositions and ages. The plot clearly shows how the match between theory and observations is strongly dependent on the adopted metallicity mixture and how the situation gets worse towards lower masses.
Summary
We presented an investigation of the effects of the chemical abundances on stellar opacity and 7 Li depletion. Within the "standard" scenario for stellar evolution -in which the position of the convective boundaries are determined following the Schwarzschild criterion -the theoretical predictions for the temporal behavior of surface Li depletion are affected by various uncertainties; among these a major role is played by radiative opacity and therefore by the metallicity and the distribution of the single elements in the global mixture.
Focusing on pre-main sequence evolution, where the largest amount of Li burning is predicted by standard theories, we computed stellar models for three selected masses (0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 M ⊙ , with Z = 0.013, Y=0.27, α=1.9) by varying the global mixture (Grevesse & Noels 1993; Grevesse & Sauval 1998; Asplund et al. 2004; Asplund, Grevesse & Sauval 2005) , showing that the effects of the chemical abundances must be taken into account. We have quantitatively computed the contribution of elements heavier than O for Pop.  models. The comparison between models with different mixtures revealed that, at fixed Z, a larger amount of Li is depleted in the presence of a larger fraction of elements heavier than O. Therefore these species -although less abundant than CNO -play a fundamental role in stellar opacity and PMS Li evolution.
These results have been interpreted by analysing the contribution of the single elements to the opacity at the temperatures and densities typical of the base of the convective envelope and the effects on Li depletion of single element variations in the mixture.
In addition, we computed models with the GN93 solar composition in which the global metallicity Z is varied, showing that the effect of increasing Z overcomes the influence of the mixture change. We conclude that changes in the chemi-7 cal composition do affect Li depletion. Comparisons between model predictions and observations must take into account the element distribution in the stars. Moreover, the abundance determinations for open clusters should rely on the 3-D atmospheric models which are more consistent than the usually adopted 1-D models. None of the adopted solar mixtures and variations in the chemical composition appear to explain the very small amount of PMS Li depletion observed for solar-type stars. Fig. 1 ; note the different scales for Li abundances adopted in the three panels. Y=0.27, α=1.9) . The standard As04 model is compared to models in which the atmospheric opacity has been decreased by 5% (dotted line) and by 10% (long dashed line). We report for reference also the model with the mixture by GN93. .27, α=1.9 for a metallicity due to only one element: C, O, and Ne. The results are compared with the "standard" model, where the As04 mixture is adopted. Note the different scales adopted in the three panels. 
